LIFE UNIVERSITY’S ONLINE PROGRAMS OFFER A PRINCIPLED AND CONVENIENT EDUCATIONAL APPROACH FOR TODAY’S LEARNER

Marietta, Georgia, September 27, 2018 – Life University (LIFE) offers online educational programs for undergraduate as well as graduate students. Coursework can be fulfilled in the convenience and comfort of wherever students choose to complete their online learning. Students can take online courses and complete their degree while fully engaged in their family and work life.

At LIFE, a vitalistic healthcare institution, students may obtain an Associate of Science in Health and Wellness, a Bachelor of Science in Biology, a Bachelor of Science in Psychology or begin their journey toward a Doctor of Chiropractic with LIFE’s Pre-D.C. Pathway. These programs are offered along with LIFE’s highly ranked Master’s in Positive Psychology program (General and Coaching Psychology tracks).

With a LIFE online class, students get to control their learning environment, which allows them to take ownership of their education. It also provides individuals an opportunity to finish a degree they might have started and were unable to continue due to unforeseen circumstances.

Whether traditional or nontraditional, LIFE’s online programs are ideal for all students. A few of the benefits of pursuing a Life University online education are:

1. **Convenience and Flexibility**
   LIFE’s online students can study and work at their convenience without being bound to a classroom schedule. All assignments are completed asynchronously, therefore due dates are met without having to be in the classroom at specific times. This allows students to schedule time with work and family around assignment deadlines.

2. **Reduced Costs**
   A LIFE online education can cost less because there are no commuting costs, such as fuel, parking, car maintenance and public transportation.

3. **More Interaction and Greater Ability to Concentrate**
   Many students excel in LIFE’s online modality because they can control their learning environment and concentrate on what they view as important. Discussions tend to be more robust, and students are more apt to participate when they view themselves part of group where the exchange of ideas are facilitated by the instructor.
4. **Student-Faculty Communication**

LIFE online students have frequent and sustained communication with expert faculty and are proudly as much a part of the LIFE community as their traditional classroom counterparts.

5. **Access to Recognized Faculty and Curriculum**

LIFE’s online curriculum is the same, recognized curriculum offered on their Marietta, Georgia campus, but adapted for the online modality. Additionally, LIFE employs adjunct professors who possess a wealth of real world and online educational experience with the ability to focus solely on the distinct needs of today’s online student.

6. **Community**

As a member of the LIFE community, students are afforded the opportunity to interact with fellow classmates who share a thirst for knowledge and desire to bring a Vitalistic philosophy to their respective programs. Each member of this community is valued and supported by a wide array of resources available to all its students.

Dr. Richard M. Belcastro, LIFE’s Dean of Online and Continuing Education, says about the LIFE online learning experience, "A truly unique and advantageous benefit of a Life University online education is the fact that students enjoy a world-class education, but with a guiding principle ... Vitalism."

What is Vitalism? Vitalism is the understanding and principle that all organic systems in the universe are conscious, self-developing, self-maintaining and self-healing. This guiding philosophy at Life University is integrated throughout all their undergraduate, graduate and professional degree programs and, of course, that follows through to their online offerings.

But, a LIFE online education is so much more than convenience and principled health care education; it is also designed for individuals who wish to take part in America’s cultural change toward sustainable health choices and wellness centered lifestyles. Additionally, LIFE works closely with their students to help them secure research, internship and other educational and professional opportunities with high profile organizations, allowing them to perform successfully in their chosen fields.

For more information on any of Life University’s online degree programs, visit [https://www.life.edu/online/](https://www.life.edu/online/).

**About Life University**

Founded in Marietta, Georgia in 1974, Life University is a health sciences institution most known for its chiropractic program, the largest single campus chiropractic
program in the world. Life University is regionally accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges (SACSCOC) to award baccalaureate, master’s and Doctor of Chiropractic degrees, and also has programmatic accreditation through the Council on Chiropractic Education (CCE), the Accreditation Council for Education in Nutrition and Dietetics (ACEND) and the Commission on Accreditation of Athletic Training Education (CAATE). The mission of Life University is to empower students with the education, skills and values necessary for career success and life fulfillment, based on a vitalistic philosophy.
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